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bstract. Software development environments should include query handlers. Query handlers 
based on the relational database model are attractive because the model provides a uniform, 
non-procedural approach to query writing. ‘There are two drawbacks to usi the rei3tionai model 
hamdlers in software development systems: ( 1) Standa relational database 
that al0 information be stored in ns; however, the data structures u 
e development envircTnments are ly non-relational, and it is imptacti 
replace them with relations. (2) The standard relational operators are not powerful eno 
express certain important classes of queries. 
We have previously proposed a model of editing environments ( Worwitt, Teitelhaum, 1986), 
based on the use of relationaliiy-attributed grammars, that supports a relational query facility. We 
introduced a new kind of relation, irnp!icir rebardons, and a new approach to query evaluation to 
handle queries that use implicit relations. 
In this paper we illustrate the utiiity of imp?icit relations in contexts other than relationally- 
attributed grammars. We extend the definition of implicit relations and show how they can be 
used to support relational query facilities in software development environments without giving 
up the use of non-relational data structures. Implicit relations can also be used to provide 
non-standard relational operations such as transitive cii3sure. 
It is easy to see the benefits of including query facilities in components of software 
development environments such as language-based e uggers, and version- 
control managers. However, existing systems that provide query faci!ities generally 
do so in a limited way; the user is restricted to a pre-defined set of queries, and 
query answers cannot be used as inputs to furth 
facilities are implemented in an ad hoc manner. 
advantage of current database tee 
database model [5]. Under this model, arbitrary qu 
a standard set of o erators to a set of relations. 
relations, thus are puts to further 
relational model over the hierarchical an 
relational model provides a uniform, non-procedural a 
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Two systems that provide query facilities based on the relational database model 
are Omega [M] and asterscope [20]. Omega is a language-based program l 
environmerlt in 11 program information is represent 
vantage of allowing queries about 
written; unfortun y, some traditional editing operation 
ed using the relational representation. For 
relational database management system [ 2 
re body required 40 seconds of ela 
of INCRES specially tuned for this task, the 
display of such procedures by language-base 
data structures is virtually insta eous. 
asterscope, which provides a query handler to users of the Interlisp system 
[27], takes a different approach. Some info tion is maintaine 
relations; other information is computed as n d, either from ex 
or from fnterlisp data structures. 
Our goal has been to generalize the approach taken in Mastersc 
relational query facility can be added to any existing software 
ment, without requiring that fundamental data structures be r 
Our general model for relational query facilities relies on the use of implicii relations, 
introduced in [ 141 and extended herein. From the query-writer’s point of view, an 
implicit relation is indistinguishable from any other relation; however, implicit 
relations are not stored as sets of tuples, instead the informational content of an 
implicit relation is computed as needed during query evaluation. 
concerned with editing environments, this query-evaluation-time 
limited to computations performed on tree representations of pro 
by the editor. In this paper, we extend the way in which an implicit relation can be 
defined to include operations on arbitrary non-relational data structures, non- 
relational operations on stored relations, and using pure mathematical functions. 
The key to the use of implicit relations is the definition of query-evaluation 
method that treats uniformiy both implicit and “normal” (henceforth &led explicit) 
relations. This query-evaluation method uses three functions, a membership-test, a
selective-retrieval, and a relation-producing function, to access all relations, both 
i licit and explicit, used in the query. 
e remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how 
membership-test, selective-retrieval, and relation-producing functions can be used 
to provide a query-evaluation method that handles queries with both implicit and 
explicit relations. Section 3 uses a hypothetical program-development environment 
erpreter to clarify the concept of implicit relations. The three 
roaches to defining implicit relations are illustrated; implicit relations are defined 
s on a non-relational data structure 
describes a prototype implementation 
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of an editor generator; the editors that it generates1 use the i eas presented here to 
support relational query facilities. Section 5 discusses on-going research into the 
use of our query-evaluation meth d in the context of relational query languages 
explicit set operators; Sectio 6 compares the ideas presented in this paper 
with previous work. 
e query-evaluation presented in this section relies on queries bein 
represented as expression trees (examples appear in Figs. 1 an 
Fig. 1. Example query tree. Relations Rt, R2 and R3 are intermediate relations whose actual definitions 
are omitted. 
I EQUI-JOIN variable name = variable name I 
I SELECT procedure name = currently active procedure 
Fig. 2. xample query tree: “ 
procedure?“. 
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a tree represents a relation; leaf nodes represent implicit or explicit relations, and 
internal nodes represent intermediate relations. The key to the evaluation method 
is the use of three access functions, membership-test, elective-retrieval, nd relation- 
producing functions: 
(1) The membership-test function for relation R, given tuple t, returns 
, and otherwise returns fa 
ive-retrieval function for elds fi ,fi, = l . ,.L, 
and list of values vl , v2, . . . , v,,, return the set of tuples in that have value vi in 
field J for all i. 
(3) The relation-producing function for relatio-* R returns the set of tuples in 
relation R. 
Every node of the query tree has a membership-test, a selective-retrieval, and a 
relation-producing function associated with it. In addition, associated with each 
function is an estimate of the cost of calling the function, and associated with 
selective-retrieval 2nd relation- reducing functions are estimates of t 
result relation. 
Access functions for implic it ml-tinnc ara nrnrrith-l ac nnti nf their definitinns: I‘ .&?.U.I”..e U.W p*\--..U”Y Y” y-1, YL _a-_-- --“.s-‘--‘---) 
examples are given in Section 3. Access functions for explicit relations are also 
determined when the relations are defined, and depend on the specified storage and 
access methods. For example, the membership-test and selective-retrieval functions 
for an explicit relation with an index on its first field would make use of the index; 
the membership-test and selective-retrieval functions for an explicit relation stored 
in unsorted order with no auxiliary access methods would, in the worst case, have 
to scan the entire relation. 
Access functions for non-leaf nodes of the query tree can be built when the query 
is defined or when it is evaluated. An access function at query-tree node n can call 
any of the functions associated with the children of n in the tree. When there are 
several possible ways to implement an access function, :Ix size and cost estimates 
associated with a node’s children’s access functions are used to choose the best 
implementation. (This use of relations’ sizes leads to an advantage of building access 
functions at query-evaluation rather than query-definition time: because the sizes 
of the explicit relations used in the query may change over time, the best access 
function implementations at query-definition time may no longer be the best 
implementations at query-evaluation time.) 
A query is evaluated by calling the relation-producing function associated with 
the root node of the query tree. The success of the query-evaluation method depends 
on the use of membership-test and selective-retrieval functions to avoid materializing 
intermediate relations; thus, access functions are 
using calls to the membe ctive-retrieval func- 
for an intersec- 
t children lchi 
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implemented using a call to one child’s rct!atkn-producing function, and a call to 
the other child’s membership-test function as follows. For every tuple t returned 
by Mildrelation-producing, call rchildmembership-test; t is in the intersection if 
vchildmembership-test returns ; t is in the set difference if rchild.membershi 
Similarly, the relation-producing function for an equi-join node can call one of 
the node’s ch dren’s selective-retrieval functions: for eve tuple t returne 
lchiZd.relation- reducing, call rchild.selective-retrieval with e number of the 
field and the appropriate value from t; all returned tuples are joined with t and 
added to the result relation. 
The use of a membership-test function to implement intersection or set difference, 
or of a selective-retrieval function to implement equi-join is essentially equivalent 
to the use of an index when the relation being accessed is a materialize 
The important innovation introduced by our technique is that this relation need not 
be materialized; it can be an implicit relation, or can represent an arbitrary relational 
computation. NIembership-test and selective-retrieval functions for intermediate 
relation R can often be implemented so that neither R itself nor any of the 
intermediate relations involved in its computation need to be materialized. Instead, 
the membership-test or Pelective-retrieval functions associated with the nodes of the 
subtree rooted at the node representing relation R are called. These calls propagate 
down the query tree until the membership-test or selective-retrieval functions pro- 
vided for the implicit and/or explicit relations named at the leaves of the tree are 
called. 
For example, the selective-retrievai function for set-difference node n can be 
implemented in either of the following ways, neither of which requires that the 
relations represented by n and its children be materialized. 
(1) Given parametersf (a list of fields) and u (a list of values), n.selective-retrieval 
returns khild.selective-retrieval(f, U) - rchiidselective-retrieval(f, u). 
(2) For every tuple t returned by Ichi!d.selective-retri val(A tf), nselective-retrieval 
calls rchild.membership( t); t is in the set returne by n.selective-retrieval iff 
rchild.membership returns 
Cost estimates for calls to lchild.selective-retrieval, rchild.selective-retrieval, 
rchild.membership, as well as estimates of the sizes of the relations returne 
lchiZd.selectiv,o-retrieval and rchild.selective-retrieval would be use 
between these two implementations. 
In the absence of projection opera 
membership-test and selective-retrieval 
tions are problematic because the arity 
node is smaller than the arity of its operand. 
associated with a projection node cannot si 
function, passing alon 
im ent a ~rojecti~ 
selective-retrieval function; the project 
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tr the result of the selective retrieval is non-empty. A more complica 
involving the use of special “wildcard” values, is discussed in [UJ an 
. Figure 1 illustrates an example query wi 
its root. As di ssed above, the relation-producing 
intersection n can call either of its children’s relation-producing functions and 
then, for each tuple t in the result, call the 0th -test function. 
The select nodes mem ership-test function ca 
only if t satisfies the s 
g the membership-test function of the select node’s child, 
t defines R3). Similarly, the union node’s membership-test 
function carik be implemented by calling its children’s membership-test functions; 
tuple t is in the relation represented by the union node if it is in either Rl or R2. 
les of query trees and of their evaluation usi g membership-test 
and selective-retrieval functions are given in Section 3. Further details of the 
evaluaticn method can be found in [ 131 and [14]. 
eve 
In this section we illustrate the three ways that implicit relations can be define 
using arbitrary operations on non-relational data structures, using arbitrary 
operations on stored relations, and using pure mathematical functions. In each case 
we consider how the three access functions, membership-test, selective-retrieval, 
and relation-producing functions, would be defined. We defi queries that use our 
example implicit relations, and discuss how the queries wou be evaluated using 
the technique outlined in Section 2. A program development environment that 
includes an interpreter is used as the basis for our examples. 
3. I e Defining implicit relations using non-relational data structures 
roviding a query facility as part of an interpreter allows a programmer to ask 
questions about a program as it executes. An important class of questions are those 
hat deal with the current state of the runtime stack. For example, assuming that 
access to non-local variables is handled using links maintained in the stack, a query 
that uses information from tile stack is: “What are the current values of all global 
variables used by the currently active procedure ?“. Answering this question requires 
information about the current global environment as well as information about 
which variables are used but not declared in each procedure. 
s discussed in Section 11, it is probably impractical to replace the traditional 
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representation of the current global environment. Instead, the global environment 
can be denned as in implicit relation whose schema is 
GlobalEnv(varia le name, current value). 
The information that is conceptually stored in the GlobalEnv relation is actually 
stored in the runtime stack. embership-test, selective-retrieval, and relation- 
producing functions are provided as part of the definition of the Global 
These access functions all involve traversals of the stack 
The membership-test function, given a va iable name an 
backward in the stack, searching for a local data field labeled with the given name. 
The function returns e if and only if such a field is found and the stored value 
matches the given val Similarly, the selective-retrieval function, given a variable 
name, searches for a local data field labeled with that name, and returns the 
corresponding value. Given a value, the selective-retrieval function searches back 
through the entire stack, building up elation containing the names of all visible 
variables that have the given value. he relation-producing function must also 
traverse the entire stack, building the complete GlobalEnv relation. 
The question “What are the current values of all global variables used by the 
currently active procedure?“, can be formulated as a relational query using the 
implicit GlobalEnv relation and an explicit relation containing information about 
global variable usage: 
GlobalsUsed(procedure name, variable name). 
Figure 2 shows the example query in tree form. 
Figure 3 shows an example program (consisting of three procedures: main, 
DeclaresXUsesY, and UsesXY), the corresponding GlobalsUsed relation, the run- 
time stack as it would appear after the call to UsesXY from DeclaresXUsesY, and 
the relation produced by evaluating the query of Fig. 2 for the given program and 
runtime stack. For simplicity, we assume that the programming language in use uses 
dynamic scoping, and our illustration of the runtime stack includes only control-link 
and local data fields. 
To eva!r~!~ this example query using the method outlined in Section 2, member- 
ship-test, seiective-retrieval, and relation-producing functions are built for each 
internal node of the query tree, and the relation-pro function of t 
node is called. This function calls the relation-produci function associat 
the equi-join node, which may perform an;! of the followi actions: 
(1) Call the relation-pro ng functions associated with each of the c 
the equi-join node, a 
(2) Call the relation-producing function as 
GlobalEnv implicit relation, and jo 
S. Horwitz 
procedure main 
var x,y,z: integer; 
begin 
x := 20; 
y := 20; 
2 := 20; 
IkfzlaresXUs~Y, 
UsesXY 
end 
pmcedun DeclaresXUsesY 
var x: integer. 
besta 
x:=y”2; 
UsesXY 
end e 
procedure UsesXY 
begin 
x:=x+y 
end 
Deel~esxUSesY Y 
UsesXY X 
UsesKY Y 
main’s Activathn ReamI 
3eclaresXWsesY’s Activation Rtxord 
Use& Y’s Activation Rtxmd 
Result variable name current value 
8 
Fig. 2. Exam+z program, corresponding GlobalsUs,od relation, the runtime stack after DeclaresXUsesY 
calls UsesXY, and the answer to the query “What are the current values of the global variables of the 
currently active procedure?“. Each activation record on the stack includes a control-12nk field and a field 
for each local vtlriable. 
For the trivial example illustrated in Fig. 3, any of these three possibilities will 
owever, the cost of calling G?obalEnv’s relation-producing function is propor- 
to the depth of the runtime stack; thus, the third approach, which: uses 
GlobalEm’s selective-retrieval function in place of its relation-prc&.tcing function, 
will be advantageous given a deep stack. 
3.2. Defining implicit relations using non-relational operations on explicit relations 
antage of the relational model is the limited power of the standard 
rators; certain computations of interesi cannot be formulated as 
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The query we wish to express is: “ hich procedures, called transitively from the 
current procedure, set the value of variable x?“. 
As shown in Fig. 4, this query can be expresse using two relations, one containing 
information about transitive ca!ls 
CallsTransitively (calling procedure, called procedure), 
one containing information about whit variables are set y each procedure 
nsTo(procedure name, variable na 
While it would be possible to maintain a CallsTransitively relation, it may 
preferable to maintain only the unclosed Calls relation, and to define 
as an implicit relation. CallsTransitively can be defined in terms o 
(1) CallsTransitively( p, q) i 
(2) CallsTransitively( JP, ransitively( r, 9). 
The definition of an implicit relation must include definitions of the relatio 
access functions. The access functions for CallsTransitively are most easily 
as logic programs using the two rules given above. 
variable na.me = 3” 
Fig. 4. Example query tree: “Which procedures, caied transitively 
value of variable x?“. 
from the current procedure, set the 
‘The AssignsTo relation could be an explicit relation; a~terna~iv~~y, if t 
development environm maintains a tree 
AssignsTo relation coul e an i licit relatio 
the program tree. 
The query shown in Fig. ber of ways inc 
following: 
(1) For every tuple t in the intermediate relati 
cry, t ers -tes 
his leads to a sequence of calls 
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(2) Alternatively, Cal !sTransitive!y’s selective-retrieval function could be called 
to compute the set of procedures called transitively from 
these procedure na es would then be passed to the me 
the right subtree o eading to a sequence of cal 
ship-test functio 
When AssignsTo is an e tion, the choice of evaluation 
implicit relation 
arithmetic operations is the (infi 
associated access functio 
Plus(value1, value2, su 
embership testing for Pius is trivial, as is selective retrieval as long as at least two 
fields are specified. Less obvious are how to handle selective retrieval when given 
only one field and how to implement a relation-produci g function, since the 
relations produced in these cases are infinite. One possibility is to consider erroneous 
a query whose evaluation requires a call to Plus’s on-producing function or to 
lus’s selective-retrieval function with just one s 
is to produce one tuple at a time until some cut-o signal is given. An alternative 
way to handle a call to Plus’s selective- 
field is to return an i ficit relation, de 
example, the value returned by a call to Plus’s selective-retrieval function with value 
“1” for field nu ber 1 is the implicit PlusOne relation, 
PiusOne(one, value, value plus one) 
in which every tuple has the value “1” in its first Seld. 
ough arithmetic operations like addition are supplied as aggregate functions 
“real” database systems, they are not express: 
erators. Defining Plus as an implicit relatio provides a way to extend the power 
of the standard relational operators without requiring the use of aggregates. For 
example, given reiation R with two integer fields 
(intvaluel, intvalue2), 
ry that sums the fields of each 
puted by adding the two 
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PROJECT 
SUm 
I 
imvalue2 = value2 
Fig. 5. Example query: sum the two fiefds of each tupfe of relation R. 
given field values. Thus, the overall time required to evaluate the query is propo~ional 
to the size of R. 
We are in the process of implementing an editing environment generator to put 
into practice the concepts discussed in t cr. An implementation is needed in 
order to assess the practicality of the pr osed approach both in terms of perform- 
ance and utility. The editing environment generator is implemented on top of the 
Synthesizer Generator [21]; some aspects of the implementation have been described 
in [ 131 and [14]. 
Input to the editor generator includes a specification of what program information 
should be maintained in explicit relations (this migiit include, for example, the 
GlobalsUsed, ‘Zalls, and AssignsTo reiations mentioned in Section 3), as well as 
the definition of the implicit relations that are to be avsilable to users of the generated 
editor. An implicit relation is defined by providing its schema (the names and types 
of its fe!ds) as well as its three access functions. The implicit AXCESTQR relation, 
ANCESTOR(ancestor, descendant), 
which captures the hierarchical structure of a program tree, is predefine and 
available in ali generated editors. 
Currently available database management syste 
implicit relations; thus, rather than makin 
system, our implementation includes 
(explicit) relations. 
A programmer using a generated editor can write 
because this query evaluation method is not supporte 
i24 S. Horwitz 
systems, our implementation includes a query evaluator that walks the query tree, 
calls the appropriate access functions, and uses the functions’ results to build the 
result relation. 
etimes several ways to imple 
access functions. For example, an intersection node’s relation-producing function 
can call both children’s relation-producing funct* s, or can call one child’s relation- 
producing function and the other child’s membe . Currently, access 
functions for t e internal nodes of a query tree 
node’s operator; for example, an intersection node’s relation-producing function 
always calls its left child’s relation-producing function and its right chiid’s member- 
ship-test nction. There are cases where this is clearly a poor idea, for example 
when the left child is an implicit relation and the right cMd is an explicit relation. 
A better approach would be to base the definition of an internal node’s access 
functions on estimates of the costs of calling its children’s access functions and of 
the sizes of the relations returned by its children’s relation-producing and selective- 
retrievai functions. 
Since attribute grammars are the basic formalism used by the Synthesizer Gen- 
erator, an obvious idea is to use attribution of query trees to propagate information 
about costs and sizes. The problem with this approach is that it requires that cost 
and size information about the relations whose names appear as leaves in the query 
tree be used in attribute equations. This use of information external to the query 
tree is not currently supported by the Synthesizer Generator. 
Since it is not currently practical to use attribution to determine how internal 
nodes’ access functions should be defined, we are working on providing an interface 
to a query optimizer generated using a query o?tinGzer generator designed by Graefe 
[ 1 I]. Using global information about implicit and explicit relations, the optimizer 
propagates cost and size estimates up the query tree to determine the best access 
functions for each internal node. The optimizer also uses semantics-preserving 
nsformations to investigate alternative, semantically equivalent but perhaps less 
expensive query trees. 
The query optimizer could be called when a query is created, when a query is 
executed, or when the user requests optimization. Experience with the system is 
required to evaluate the relative merits of these three possibilities. 
TO summarize, we are implementing an editor generator that will produce editors 
that include relational query facilities. These editors will maintain a program-tree 
representation of rograms accessible thsough the predefined ANCESTOR relation, 
and will maintai a set of explicit relations containing information about the 
eing edited. Programmers will be able to write and execute queries that 
icit relations, the A relation, and any other implicit 
the editor des we have not been able to make 
d query optimizer to as 
ons for internal nodes. 
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catio s 
The designers of relational data ase systems have traditionally considered the 
operators union, intersection, and set difference to be less important than select, 
project, and join. Current query languages re ect this bias by making select-project- 
join queries much easier to write than queries that use set operations; a straightfor- 
ward set expression often must either be broken up int a sequence of queries, or 
be formulated as a nested query with +gra:gates beari little resemblance to the 
original expression. owever, proposals for new database systems, for example 
Starburst [Ig], POSTGRES [26], and EXODUS 131, include explicit union, intersec- 
tion, and set difference operators in their query language interfaces. 
Given that union, intersection, and set difference are achieving the status of 
“first-class” operators, it is time to address the question of how to evaluate them 
efficiently. We are currently studying three basic approaches to the evaluation of 
queries that include set operators: 
(1) Queries with explicit set operators can be transfoi*med to equivalent nested 
queries with aggregate functions. The nested queries can then be evaluated directly 
using nested iteration, can be further transformed to a sequence of non-nested 
queries using the techniques described in [Q], Y can be transformed to a graph 
representation from which an execution fan is extracted by a query optimizer as 
proposed in [6]. 
(2) Set operators can be implemented using adaptations of techniques tradi- 
tionally applied to joins [ZS]. For example, join methods such as index join, various 
hash join algorithms, and merge join can all be adapted to thz evaluation of set 
operators. 
(3) Intersestion and set difference can be implemented using a sequence of 
membership-test operations as described in this paper. 
Our goal is to discover classes of queries (for example, queries about large, 
indexed relations; queries that include a high proportion of set operators; queries 
that involve multiple operations on the same relation) for which evaluation using 
me5ership tests is more efficient than the other approaches. 
n this paper, we have extended the de 
[14]. In so doing, we provide the foundation for addin 
to software development environments~ i 
(3) techniques similar to th 
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6.1. Software-development systems with query facilities 
T The most relevant previous work in the area [16,20] was discussed in Section 1. 
Another ap,.v--*r ~nnrh 00 providing a query facility during 
described in [ 51. Komorowski’s approach is similar to 
stores program information in a Prolog database rather than in a relational database. 
Because Prolog’s operators are inherently 
operators (for example, transitive closure can 
the standard relational operators), 
that Linton’; system cannot. e major weakness of omorewski’s system is that 
the database is not maintained incrementally; instead, programs are translated from 
a textual representation to Prolog form to allow interrogatio 
interesting area for future work would e to investigate the racticality of performing 
editing operations directly on the Prolog re resentation of the pro 
6.2. Implicit relations 
The concept of implicit relations has some similarities with the concept of vie12?r 
[29]. In both cases, the user of a database is given access to relations that are not 
actually stored as sets of tuples. View relations and implicit relations differ in how 
they can be defined, and in their intended use. 
A view relation is defined by a query; conceptually, the query is re-evaluated 
after every modification to the database, and the view relation is the result of the 
most recent evaluation. View definitions are limited to relational operators applied 
to explicit or view relations. 
By contrast, implicit relations are defined by three access functions: 
test, selective-retrieval, and relation-producing functions. ese access functions 
can be defined by applying arbitrary operators to arbitrary dat structures; thus, 
implicit relations can be viewed as a generalization of view relattons. 
Implicit relations defined using non-relational operations on explicit relations 
have strong ties to logic programming. As noted in Section 3.2, logic programs may 
be the best way to define access functions for this class of implicit relations. While 
licit relations provide a uniform approach to query writing and evaluation, the 
three access functions provided as part of the definition of an implicit relation can, 
in general, be implemented in an ad hoc fashion. The use of logic programming to 
implement these access functions provides a uniform approach at t is level as well. 
Logic programming does not, however, address the question of extracting informa- 
tion from non-relational data structures. Thus, implicit relations can be viewed as 
era1 concept, with logic programming providing a very important founda- 
definition of one class of implicit relations. 
6.3. Query eva uation using access functions 
ery-evA uation are to avoi aterializing ici 
a enever possible. aving just considered the similarities 
I;)wy facilities rn sqftware deoelopment enoiron~nents 
between view relations and implicit relations, one is led to ask whether there is an 
analog to our first goal, avoiding the materialization of implicit relations, in the 
context of queries that use view relations. T e answer is that qcery-evaluators do 
try to avoid the materialization of view rel tions used in queries. 
reMions are defined as relational operations on explicit relations, the mechanism 
for avoiding the materialization of view relations is straightforward: the view 
definition is inserted into the query in place of the view relati 
query is optimized [24]. 
Of course, this approach will not work when an implicit relation is used in a 
query because implicit relations may not be defined in terms of relational operations 
on explicit relations. Thus, while the goal of avoiding t e materialization of implicit 
relations is similar to the goal of avoiding the materialization of view relations, the 
methods used to achieve that goal must differ. ur approach to avoi the 
materialization of implicit relations is to use the membership-test and selective- 
retrieval functions provided for these relations in place of the relations themselves. 
embership-test and selective-retrieval functions are also used to achieve our 
second goal, avoiding the materialization of intermediate relations. his can be 
viewed as a combination and generalization of the methods in [SO, 173. 
Our use of selective-retrieval functions to evaluate joins corresponds to “tuple 
substitution” as presented in [30]. Our method can be considered to be a generaliz- 
ation of theirs because we are able to do lookups on non-materialized operand 
relations and because we allow the operands of joins to be defined using set o 
while they only consider queries defined using selection, projection, and 
In [ 171, Liu proposes the use of membership tests for the evaluation of some set 
operators. However, because he was concerned with optimizing the execution of 
set-oriented pvogramming languages, Liu considers only the set operators, and not 
selection, projection, or join. While it Es rather trivial to build membership-test 
functions for all nodes of a query tree that contains only set operators, it is not 
obvious how to do so for a query tree that includes selection, projection, and join. 
Some of the subtleties that arise in the latter case are mentioned in [ 141; a complete 
treatment appears in [ 13). 
Other approaches to querv optimize 
relations are the use of pipelining [ 19, 
When pipelining is used, a tuple in th 
to another operation as soon as it is 
intermediate relation is 
method in that interme 
when pipelining is used, 
whereas our method seeks to avoid or re 
materialization) of inte 
uerv shown in Fig. 6. 0 
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Fig. 6. 
computed a tuple-at-a-ti for each tuple a loa up is done in 
tuple is in the result lation if it is in RI. While no temporary relation is materialized 
using this approach, all tuples of the cross product are computed. 
By contrast, given indexes on relations R2 and R3, the qu n be evaluated 
using our method without materializing the temporary relation, ithout comput- 
ing any of the tuples OK the cross product. Relation RI is SC eath tuple t is 
divided into two tulles, t, and t2, according to the arities of R2 and R3, and Iookups 
sre done on tl and tz in the index for R2 and R3 respectively. Tuple t is in the 
result relation if tl is in R2 and t2 is in R3. 
Of course, factors like the sizes of the three relations will determine which of the 
two methods is actually best; this example is merely meant to illustrate the 
sophical difference between our approach and pipelining, and to indica 
potential advantages of cur method. Further, the two approaches are not incompat- 
ible; pipelining can be incorporated into our approach by having selective-retrieval 
and relation-producing functions use pipelining rather than returning entire rela- 
tions. 
Tree transformations such as combining sequences of projections into a single 
projection and combining sequences of selections into a single selection, can reduce 
the number of intermediate relations represented by the internal nodes of the query 
tree; moving selection operators ahead of construction operators can reduce the 
sizes of these intermediate relations. These techniques do not, however, address the 
estion of whether one can avoid building some of the intermediate relations of 
e transfornled t.1~2. 
As with pipelining, incorporating free transformations into our method will “be 
important to its success. A query can often be represented using a number of different 
trees, and a different relation-producing function will be built for the root node of 
each such tree. It is important that transformations be uced to produce trees in 
ich the cost of the root node’s relation-producing function is minimized. 
d to produce more efficient 
selection, the methods of [23] for choosing zort orders, 
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relation-producing functions. 
ers can all lead to more efficient 
Software development enviro 
giving up traditio 
cry facilities without 
relations. Information contained 
stored as sets of tuples, and can be accessed by using implicit 
Implicit relations can also be defined using non-relational o
sing pure mathematical function thus indirectly extending the class 
of queries that can be expressed using the sta 
The use of implicit relations relies on que 
This approach to query evaluation may also 
of new relational query languages that include explicit set operators. 
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